We make the following assumptions about the stochastic process X(t):
A) X(t) has a tranaition probability P(x |y, t 1 n ;2 ) -f PU | y, t 2 )d 2 P(x I z, t 1 )
i.e. X(t) is temporally homogeneous and stochastically definite (e.g. Markoffian)
B) X(t) is continuous with probability one (or is strongly continuous).
If A(t) satisfies A) sufficient conditions on P are known that it satisfy B) -cf. Doeblin [5] , Fortet [if], Ito [12] . These conditions generally imply further that P satisfies the diffusion equation of section 4.
Note thit A) ani B) imply the existence of the random variable T, and we denote by F (x I t) the distribution function of T W*!^ -Pr { T ab W<t j
In the work to follow we bhall presume P and F h«ve ierivfitives p, f;
these being the densities But general necessary and aufficient conditions are not known, and it does not appear to be known whether a process continuous with probability one satisfies a diffusion equation. However, for specific processes these points are generally easy to resolve.
The following theorem shows that for processes satisfying (4,1) jj and v can be determined from a differential equation.
Theorem 4.I. If p(x | y, t) satisfies (4.1) and X(t) is continuous with probability one, the functions u(x) and v(x) can be chosen as any two linearJy independent solutions of the differential equation . We get in fact from (3.5) and (3.6) t(n) It is possible also toexprens the probability of absorption in the barrier a before b by means of the one-sided first passage moments, Jince f b (x|0) is thin probability we obtain fron (3.5) and (3.6)
that this suggests we study a Gausaian process S(t) with Independent Increments and with £(S(t)) -tit and Var (S(t)) -o t (a linear transformation of the Wiener process). Then the Joint distribution of S^, S_ f •••, S. is the same as the Joint distribution of 3(1), 3(2), ••• S(j) l and in place of finding the distribution of N we approximate to it by finding the distribution of the absorption time T . (0) in connection with the process S(t). It should be
hence letting \ -» 0 we obtain the conclusion that ijf the first passage moments ^xibt the probability oJT absorption ^11 independent of x since tnc process is spatially homo.-eneous.
This later transform is e -sy to invert, and we h-'.ve 
Rf'i)
xf p -*^ tanh p Jp o dp so that, e.g., E(H) -^81/« , E<R 2 ) -4t log 2, etc.
